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ABSTRACT:  There are many diverse geotechnical 
problems where reliable predictions of ground 
deformations are critical in design and only limited options 
are available to control these movements.  This lecture will 
compare and contrast experiences in the application of 
advanced constitutive models in the prediction and control 
of ground movements in four distinct classes of problem. 

Our work on urban excavations has focused primarily on 
soft clays where large ground movements typically 
accumulate below the excavated grade.  In principle, these 
movements can be controlled by expensive ground 
improvement schemes such as deep soil mixing and jet 
grouting.  An alternative approach to reduce construction 
risk is to integrate measurements and modeling of ground 
response with careful control of the excavation and support 
system.  This approach has been successfully demonstrated 
for construction of 18m deep excavations for the MBTA 
Courthouse Station in Boston.  Predictions from numerical 
analyses using the MITE3 soil model showed that a floating 
braced excavation support system could be used without 
ground improvement although conventional estimates 
showed a low margin of safety against basal instability (Fig. 
1). 

Construction was carried out on this basis with careful 
monitoring of excavation performance and control of 
ground movements.  Close agreement between the Class A 
predictions and subsequent performance can be attributed, 
in part to advances in constitutive modeling of clay 
behavior and to detailed knowledge of soil properties from 
an extensive prior test program.  On-going research aims to 
integrate more fully the modeling and measurement of 
excavation performance to enable updating of predictions 
during construction. 

 

Fig. 1.  Predicted and measured performance of braced 
excavations for Courthouse Station (Whittle et al., 
2015) 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Effect of soil model in interpretation of ground 
deformations due to mechanized tunneling in 
London Clay using optimized tunnel cavity 
parameters (Ieronymaki et al., 2016) 

 

The control and management of ground movements caused 
by tunnel excavation also represents a major factor in the 
design of urban tunneling projects.  Recent construction of 
Crossrail (London) using EPB tunnel boring machines 
imposed strict limits on allowable ground movements with 
maximum surface settlements of 15mm - 20mm and an 
equivalent volume loss VL/V0 = 0.5 – 1.0%. These criteria 
were imposed to minimize risks to existing infrastructures 
and buildings and were established based on prior empirical 
performance.  The performance of the Crossrail tunnels was 
established through the interpretation of ground monitoring 
data at a greenfield site (Hyde Park).  Although far-field 
ground movements can be well fitted using established 
empirical methods or simplified analytical solutions 
(elastic half-space), non-linear, inelastic soil behavior is 
expected to affect measurements close to the tunnel. The 
effects of constitutive behavior were investigated by first 
calibrating soil models (of varying complexity) using 
results of high-quality laboratory element tests on intact 
London clay. The models are then used in 2-D numerical 
simulations in order to optimize three independent cavity 
deformation parameters that control the spatial distribution 
of ground movements associated with EPB tunnel 
construction.  The results find that control parameters such 
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as face and grout pressures have limited influence in 
controlling ground movements, while relatively simple 
models of soil behavior can provide satisfactory predictions 
of ground movements. 

Reliable predictions of tunnel-induced ground movements 
on existing structures have then been successfully 
accomplished assuming simplified models of ground 
response using the optimized tunnel cavity parameters. 

Many ports in the US are located in areas of high seismicity 
and remain vulnerable to damage from large earthquake 
events. Waterfront structures such as pile-supported 
wharves are particularly vulnerable to damage associated 
with lateral spreading of the underlying loose soil fills.  One 
of the key goals of our recent research has been to evaluate 
effectiveness of ‘minimally-intrusive’ schemes of ground 
improvement for improving seismic performance including 
approaches that rely of accelerated drainage using PV 
drains.  This research requires credible predictions of sand 
behavior (including potential liquefaction) under seismic 
loading with coupled flow and deformation and complex 
analyses of soil-structure interaction (effects of lateral 
spreading on embedded piles). 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Numerical simulation of free field ground response 
and structural damage for a piled wharf structure 
under large seismic loading (Vytiniotis et al., 2016) 

 

The analyses use a sub-structuring approach in which the 
‘free-field’ response of the soil fill is simulated using finite 
element analyses, while pile-soil interactions are 
represented using macro-elements.  Our research has 
employed an advanced model developed by Dafalias and 
Manzari (DM, 2004), that was calibrated to cyclic 
laboratory shear tests, and a sophisticated macro-element 
proposed by Varun and Assimaki (2012) to represent local 
pile-soil interactions. 

The analyses have been performed for a representative pile-
wharf structure selected from the Port of Oakland.  
Simulations for a suite of 56 ground motions, and highlight 

the occurrence of deep-seated failure mechanisms in the 
supporting rows of piles.  The effects of lateral spreading in 
the soil fill can be addressed by installing full-depth Pre-
fabricated Vertical (PV) drains at locations behind the crest 
of the fill.  Analyses with this mitigation system show that 
structural damage is limited to the pile-deck connections 
enabling much simpler designs for structural retrofitting 
(Fig. 3).  While our analyses are able to represent lateral 
spreading for a range of earthquake motions, they do not 
capture the full transition to flow-sliding and further 
advances in modeling and validating the cyclic response of 
sands under varying drainage conditions are clearly needed. 

The final example concerns the long-term prediction of 
ground settlements on clays.  Although there have been 
many advances in ground improvement techniques to 
control the settlements of structures founded on clays, there 
are situations such as land reclamation and ground 
subsidence (due to dewatering etc.), where predictions of 
long-term clay deformations are critical.  This requires 
more realistic descriptions of the inherent viscous behavior 
of clays.   To date most time-dependent constitutive models 
are based on the framework of elasto-viscoplasticity (EVP) 
and assume that soil behavior is well represented by the 
‘isotache-type’ formulation, with a unique relationship 
between effective stress, strain (void ratio) and viscoplastic 
strain rate.   

 

Fig. 4  Re-interpretation of with β = 0;time-dependent properties 
of Osaka Bay Mud using the MIT-SR viscoplastic soil 
model a), b) using model parameters that support 
Hypothesis A and c), d) using model parameters that 
support Hypothesis B (Yuan & Whittle, 2016) 

 

We have recently developed a novel elasto-viscoplastic 
model (MIT-SR; Yuan & Whittle, 2016) which 
incorporates a physically-based flow rule that attributes 
viscoplastic strain rate to an internal state variable 
representing historical strain rate effects. The proposed 
model can describe a wide range of observed time effects 
under constant rate of strain loading conditions, including 
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both isotache and temporary effects of step-changes in 
strain rate, while allowing creep and relaxation via a self-
decay process of internal strain rate. The model facilitates 
rational estimates of initial creep rate of clay layer in large-
scale consolidation analyses, and hence overcomes 
drawbacks of existing isotache models. 

The proposed formulation is also able to represent diverse 
observations of primary consolidation for clay layers of 
different thicknesses, providing a unifying framework that 
can resolve the long-standing paradox in observed clay 
behavior (Hypotheses A and B). I will illustrate the 
application of the model to re-interpret the effects of 
specimen thickness on the consolidation behavior of Osaka 
Bay Mud in laboratory tests and show that apparent 
contradictions in the data can be related to rate-dependent 
properties of the clay. 
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